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2 INTRODUCTION
At the time of writing this editorial, COVID-19 as an unprecedented pandemic, has caused more than 4.4 million people left us forever5
(with more than 210 million confirmed cases) in the world 1. As researchers, this fact urges us to think about how to leverage the6
power of advanced technologies in improving life quality of human beings and fighting against the ongoing and/or future pandemic. In7
particular, the core technology of artificial intelligence (AI), i. e., machine learning (ML) (1) has been playing an increasingly important8
role in leading the frontiers of Medicine 4.0.9

In recent years, non/less-invasive methods are fast developing in clinical practice, which can considerably reduce the pains and10
burdens to patients physiologically and psychologically. On one hand, benefited from the breakthroughs in big data, internet of things11
(IoT), 5G, cloud computing, high performance computing (HPC), and wearable sensors, AI-enabled methods have been successfully12
applied to tremendous scenarios such as diagnosis, treatment, and management of diseases, assisted living, and rehabilitation13
training. On the other hand, there are existing challenges and technical and ethical issues that need to be addressed. To this end, we14
organised a research topic entitled “Machine Learning for Non/Less-Invasive Methods in Health Informatics” to build an open forum15
for scientists, engineers, and clinicians to exchange their studies, insights, and perspectives via a multidisciplinary point of view. The16
collection work lasted for one year (from February 2020 to February 2021), and finally it leads to 16 articles accepted and published17
after peer-reviewed progress. There are 127 authors involved in this research topic which has attracted more than 22 000 views (to18
September 2021).19

1 https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
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Figure 1. The proportion (in [%]) of the articles in our research topic by viewing the data modalities.

In the following parts of this editorial, we will make a brief description of the published research articles within this research topic.20
After that we give our perspectives towards future work.21

3 DATA MODALITIES
Figure 1 shows the proportion of articles that used one kind of data modality in our collected contributions. We can find that medical22
imaging dominated in the application, which is related to computer vision (CV).23
3.1 Image24

Ageing population has become an inevitable challenge for both developing and developed countries, which is continuously25
attracting efforts from the community of AI and IoT (2). The early diagnosis of brain diseases, e. g., Alzheimer’s disease (AD) (3),26
can be very much important for benefiting a safe, easy, and independent life for the elderly, particularly for those who are living27
alone. Song et al. proposed a multimodal image fusion method that combines the representations learnt from the magnetic resonance28
imaging (MRI) (4) and the positron emission tomography (PET) (5). In their method, both the contour and the metabolic characteristics29
of the subject’s brain tissue are retained.30

Diagnosis of cancer via imaging has always been regarded as a crucial computer-aided medical technologies. Li et al. built a dataset31
of pulmonary lesions with multiple-level attributes and fine contours. Wang et al. contributed two articles in their recent studies32
on tumor segmentation: One used octave convolutions to learn multiple-spatial-frequency features from the computed tomography33
(CT) (6) images for liver tumor segmentation. The other one proposed a framework of multi-modalities interactive feature learning for34
brain tumor segmentation.35

A hierarchical deep learning (DL) (7) network was proposed by Hong et al. in their work for diagnosing multiple visual impairment36
diseases. A family of multi-task and multi-label learning classifiers was employed to represent different levels of eye diseases. Forte et37
al. proposed a DL method for identification of acute illness and facial cues of illness. Interestingly, their experiments demonstrated38
that the synthetically generated data can be used to develop algorithms for health conditions.39
3.2 Audio40

Compared to its counterpart, CV, computer audition (CA) has been underestimated for a long time in the field of digital health.41
Nevertheless, audio as a novel digital phenotype, is attracting more attention in recent decade than ever before (8). Specifically, the42
analysis of cough sound has been found to be efficient in an early-diagnosis of COVID-19 (9). Hou et al. proposed a novel feature set43
based on non-linear acoustic characteristics extracted from the snore sound. Their method can be used for estimating the severity44
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levels of the obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA) (10). Li and Tian proposed an unsupervised learning method based on variational45
auto-encoders (VAEs) for detection of abnormal heart sounds. Yang et al. shared their clinical opinions of CA based methods for46
bowel sound analysis and its potential in diagnosis of intestinal obstruction. Besides the aforementioned physiological diseases,47
audio can also be applied to the diagnosis of psychiatric diseases. For instance, Zhang et al. proposed a speech emotion recognition48
framework based on pre-trained attentive convolutional neural network, which may be adopted for developing a speech-driven method49
for detection of depression.50
3.3 Wearable51

Li et al. studied the ML-based models for estimating the associations between the body accelerations and the large-scale objective52
sleep data. Their study contributed to an objective evaluation of sleep quality by considering the seasonal changes in meteorological53
factors (e. g., ambient temperature, humidity, and sunlight). Ishaque et al. showed us a review on analysing the heart rate variability54
(HRV) data and its associations in morbidity, pain, drowsiness, stress and exercise via signal processing (SP) and ML methods.55
3.4 Others56

Guo et al. used ML and DL models to predict the proximity to catastrophic decompensation from the synthetic electronic health57
record (EHR) data. This method can improve the timing of high-risk heart failure (HF) (11) surgical intervention. Elgendi et al. showed58
that unsupervised learning models can be used to reveal the novel correlates of chronic pelvic pain (CPP) (12) in women. Zhu et59
al. implemented ML models for predicting the central lymph node metastasis in T1-T2, non-invasive, and clinically node negative60
papillary thyroid carcinoma (13). Sang et al. introduced a model using blood markers and logistic regression for diagnosis of fibrosis61
in southeast Asian patients suffering from the non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) (14).62

4 PERSPECTIVES
It is encouraging to see the state-of-the-art ML models are successfully applied to the field of non/less-invasive methods in63
health informatics. Nevertheless, we understand that there still exist several challenges: First, the data scarcity is restraining the64
reproducibility and sustainability of the relevant studies. Taking bowel sound analysis work as an example, the publicly accessible65
database is extremely limited. There is an urgent demand for future collaborations between experts in AI and medicine to build open66
access databases. Second, breaking the walls between disciplines can never be an easy work. When reading the articles written67
by authors from different backgrounds, we may find the limitations and drawbacks caused by knowledge frontiers. For instance,68
computer scientists can be more professional than clinicians in conducting a good ML/DL experiment whereas the latter may be69
clearer than the former about the motivation and the significance of the proposed research. Basic knowledge and skills training is a70
prerequisite for future training of experts in digital health. Third, multi-modal learning has already shown its superior performance to71
models trained by mono-modal. In future work, one should take image, audio, wearable and other possible modalities into account72
when studying the complex associations between diseases and subjects’ health data. Last but not least, ethic issues were not fully73
discussed in this research topic collection. We cannot ignore this important factor when working towards a human-centred medical74
AI. Experts from social and humanity sciences are very welcome to be on board with us.75
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